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Everybody knows that the dice are loaded
Everybody rolls with their fingers crossed
Everybody knows the war is over
Everybody knows the good guys lost
Everybody knows the fight was fixed
The poor stay poor, the rich get rich
That’s how it goes
Everybody knows.
The lyrics of the late Canadian great songwriter Leonard Cohen along with Sharon Robinson penned some 30 years ago somehow still
ring incredibly true today no matter all of the
advances we have made.
Yet despite what everybody knows, there
remains a small faction that won’t accept it. It
may be with some despair that the WEG/Gural
rulebook for stakes races has to be delayed into
2019 and it certainly begs the question, what was
gained and what was lost in its initial roll out
and roll back?
The poor stay poor, the rich get rich.
Well, that may be one way to look at it, except
if we are speaking about the poor horseplayers
and not the poor owners that long for the level
playing field.
It’s hard for me to ponder how the rich appear
to think the playing field isn’t level while failing to see that the poor horseplayer has to listen

2018 Ohio Sires Stakes

Four $40,000 to $60,000 Legs for 2- & 3-Year-Olds
Eight $275,000 Championships for 2- & 3-Year-Olds
Eight $60,000 Consolations for 2- & 3-Year-Olds

Nomination fee $500 due March 15, 2018
for 2- & 3-year-olds

Four $60,000 Championships for 4-Year-Olds & Up
No nomination or sustaining fees!

to them whine.
Despite the insistence that correcting the
apparent problem of illegal drugs will somehow
raise the dead horseplayers, it’s hard to see the
positives on the surface or just how this industry
could ever make good use of eventual storylines
that suggest “Leading trainer busted for drugs.”
That’s the takeaway I get when looking at the
public relations setback the industry as a whole
suffered in publicly proclaiming its new gettough position and then having to retire it for a
year.
That some take solace in Jeff Gural’s crusade
this year to incorporate additional testing
and coordination of sorts with the New Jersey
Racing Commission, in search of the unchecked
criminal, I find it difficult to believe that Gural
represents more than a limited minority of
those invested in the sport, whether they work
with horses or bet on them.
Everybody knows the fight was fixed.
When I started watching and betting on races
in the 70’s it was hard to escape the notion that
the races were fixed. Everybody knew that some
races were fixed and in the jaded eyes of horseplayers, some may just has well have been all.
In the new era of purses pushed up by slot
machines, we’ve converted the same types who
looked to profit from fixing races into those looking to benefit from owning or training horses.
With that inevitable push of going where the
money is, the result can’t be that surprising.
Yet for some reason there are those that cling
to the notion that the sport’s survival is based
somehow on a level playing field.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Perhaps in 2018 or the next generation we will somehow return to a
different era in our sport. It’s hard to believe there is ever going to be
a possibility of leveling any playing field or giving everyone an equal
chance.
Aren’t rules and laws made to be broken or avoided without getting
caught? This shouldn’t come as a surprise to anyone. Everybody knows
the good guys lost.
The very idea to go after owners in this quest for leveling tells the only
story you need to know.
At the same time as we ponder a loss in the racing business and a loss
in the breeding business, we have to ask ourselves whether actually
going after owners is guaranteed to give the sport added years of a lifeline. Is it reality to suggest busting owners for bad/good choice of trainers will set us on the path of creating new ownership?
With all due respect to those working hard to protect the integrity of
the sport, have we all fallen victim to the past and not taken a long close
look at the world as we live in it today?
Winning or making money at all cost is probably more of today’s
mantra than at any time in the last 100 years in North America. Are
those of us at a more advanced aged group clinging to the ideals of yesteryear? Are we blindly trying to take the next generation back in time? Are
we all that much more moral than today’s generation?
Everybody knows the war is over.
Thankfully we have places to go if we want to complain that life isn’t
fair or my life isn’t fair. That’s what social media has accomplished.
For harness racing’s focus to actually be on the future and not simply
trying to go back in time for the sake of ideals that collapsed decades ago,
it must look at creating a better product and something that is entertaining. To continue to struggle with the allusion of fairness, as if that in and
of itself will create a future, seems to be the furthest thing from reality.
Harness racing still has much to offer. It can be fun and it can be interesting. There are people we like and people we don’t like. In that sense
it’s no different than any other sport. Not everybody was rooting for Bill
Belichick, Tom Brady and the Patriots. Despite their reputations for
being winners and winning all of the time, many wanted to see them
lose the Super Bowl.
Whether they deflated footballs or spied on the competition, the NFL
has managed to move the dialogue back to the actual game. They’ve
accepted what’s happened and moved along. Harness racing can learn
a lot by moving along and not making the same story, the only story that
gets airtime.
If we have our Belichicks and Bradys that seem to win all of the time
and at times it doesn’t seem fair, we must move along and find something
else to discuss.
To be honest, we have worn this storyline out and no capture or conviction of any participant in the sport whether top trainer, bottom trainer,
rich owner, or less rich owner, will create more public interest. The NFL
understands marketing and they have helped shape and develop it by
creating more compelling stories. If only we could follow.
Everybody rolls with their fingers crossed.

RETURNING TO DELAWARE IN 2018!
®

BADLANDS HANOVER
p, 2, 1:50z ($754,772)
Western Hanover-Behave Hanover-Tyler B

DELAWARE’S MOST PROVEN PACING
STALLION RETURNS IN 2018!
• Retired from racing as the fastest
2-year-old ever
• Offspring have earned $70,995,346
• Sire of 4 Millionaires on 2 Continents
• Offspring won 50 of 64 Delaware
Standardbred Breeders Fund Finals
• Top 5 stallion for offspring earnings
in the Ontario Sire Stakes for
2012, 2013, 2015 and 2016
• Sire of Sucessful Sires. Son Mr Wiggles
is the sire of Superstar, Wiggle It Jiggleit
• Sire of Delmarvalous who also stands at
Winbak of Delaware
Standing at Winbak of Delaware for $4,000.
Click here for Online Booking Application.
All information as of 2/14/18

Dedicated to Putting You in the Winner’s Circle!
Garrett Bell, Winbak Farm General Manager
155 Yearling Row, Chesapeake City, MD 21915
410.885.3059 / stallions@winbakfarm.com
www.winbakfarm.com / /
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Tetrick back in the bike at The Meadowlands on Saturday

Lisa Photo

Christen Me N scored in 1:50 flat when last seen at The Meadowlands on December 16, 2017.

By Derick Giwner
A fresh face will arrive at The Meadowlands for racing on Saturday.
Tim Tetrick, who hasn’t been seen in East Rutherford in two months,
is listed to drive 10 horses on the 13-race card.
Tetrick finished third in North America in 2017 on the earnings
leaderboard, seeing horses driven by him earn $11,598,397. His 534
wins ranked him seventh. While he hasn’t raced at The Meadowlands
since December 16, the 36-year-old does have 43 wins in 211 starts
thus far in 2018.
“I’ve been racing at Dover. It is close to home. I’ve been trying to
take the weekends to spend with the family. I don’t get to see them
much during the rest of the year,” said Tetrick, who added that his
plan was to race at The Meadowlands on Saturdays going forward and
perhaps make a cameo on Fridays through the rest of winter.
Despite finishing less than $1.5 million behind Yannick Gingras
in earnings last year, Tetrick was beset with misfortune as many of
his top horses had to call it a year prematurely due to injury. Winter
book Hambletonian favorite Walner had to retire after just two starts
and never made it to the trotting classic and while his top pacing colt
Huntsville earned north of $1 million, he never made it to the Tattersalls or Breeders Crown.
“Last year I was expecting a really good year,” said Tetrick. “I had
a good (2-year-old) pacing colt, Done Well, that broke down after his
fourth win in a row for Brian Brown; he was really nice. And Walner,

we all know he ended his season early. It was kind of a disappointing
year for me but my horses still made $12 million, so I guess I should
be pretty happy.”
On Saturday the evening starts early for Tetrick as he steers a
talented young Down Under import in the opener who could have a
serious future on these shores. The 5-year-old pacing mare Shartin N
has won each of her three stateside starts at Dover Downs for trainer
Jim King Jr and owners Richard Poillucci and Jo Ann Looney-King.
The last win, a 1:52 3/5 victory over a track rated sloppy, came in the
Open Handicap.
“She was one of the best ones down there,” said Tetrick about the
career winner of 10 races in 16 starts. “Poillucci bought her and she’s
been good so far; a little wild early, but she’s been winning well in
hand.
“Think she is (a stakes horse), especially if she gets a little bit
smarter and relaxes a little bit. She definitely has enough go.”
Shartin N is not the only potential stakes player in 2018 that Tetrick
will drive on the card. He also has Christen Me N in the seventh race
Preferred Handicap. The 10-year-old was fourth in an Open Handicap
at Yonkers Raceway on February 3rd, his first start since a December
16 win at The Meadowlands in 1:50.
While as of February Tetrick lacks the obvious star power he
started 2017 with, he is hopeful to pick up a few key drives as the year
unfolds. “Hopefully I can find a good 2-year-old,” said Tetrick.
For the immediate future, fans and bettors will enjoy seeing the
Tetrick back where he belongs in the sulky at The Meadowlands.

Nominations

for the $1,750,000 (Est.) George Morton Levy Memorial
and $1,000,000 (Est.) Blue Chip Matchmaker
close March 1, 2018.
nkers Raceway
Yo
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Taking the World Harness Handicapping Championship to a new level
at the track
By Darin Zoccali

AtTheTrack7

This past weekend I attended the National Horseplayers Championship (NHC) in Las Vegas Nevada. While this is a thoroughbred
contest and I have said in the past that harness racing should not
try to mirror what thoroughbred racing does, I saw a lot of potential in this contest that I would like to see applied within harness
racing.
I have little doubt that handicapping contests on a grand scale are
going to be an integral part of the racing industry going forward
and I believe that harness racing needs to recognize this point and
be proactive in implementing more contests going forward.
Harness racing does feature the World Harness Handicapping
Championship, with the championship round held at The Meadowlands. It’s a fine contest, but it isn’t approached nearly the same
way as the NHC is handled.
The NHC is held in Las Vegas and contested over three days.
Players are given breakfast, lunch and dinner on each of the days
and there is a dinner reception after the championship round on
Sunday. Representatives of many different racing entities are
present at the contest as well as different outlets broadcasting live
from the event. It is much more of an experience than a contest.
Of course, the other factor is the prize pool of the contest, which
is north of $3 Million, with the winner’s share being $800,000. Obviously the pool for the WHHC cannot compete with that. Perhaps
the time has come for funds that are allocated or budgeted for other
ventures by the United States Trotting Association that have not
proven to be successful yet, should be transferred toward contests,
in particular the WHHC.
Taking the WHHC to a new level won’t require much ingenuity.
It will require funding though and here is an opportunity to revisit

3-Year-Old Colt Pacer of the Year
against a tough crop that included
A Rocknroll Dance & Sweet Lou

p, 2, 1:50.4f; 3, 1:48f ($1,781,881)
American Ideal-Shot Togo Bluechip-Cam’s Card Shark

• Winner of Breeders Crown & Matron 2x
• 1st crop averaged $39,667 at 2017 Lexington
Standing at Winbak of NY for $5,000.
Click Here for Online Booking Application.
Dedicated to Putting You in the Winner’s Circle!
Noelle Duspiva, Winbak of NY Manager
845.778.5421 / stallions@winbakfarm.com
www.winbakfarm.com / /
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a topic with a direct plan. For years we have talked about using
money from casino revenues to market the sport. Why not take
some of that money and give it to the bettors in the form of a better
contest. If every racetrack with revenue from alternative gaming
(there are 23 in the United States by my count) contributed to the
contest, would it really be that difficult to make the WHHC a $1
Million event? If we included Canada in the plan, it would be even
easier.
In theory, if 25 racetracks each contributed equally to a guaranteed prize pool for the contest, they would each have to budget
$40,000 for the contest to guarantee the prize pool at $1 Million. Is
this really a lot to ask of the racetracks who are receiving revenue
from expanded gaming? If the contributions are not equal, because
racetracks would like to see the contributions proportionate to
the revenue received from the corresponding alternative gaming,
is that not something that can be worked out? We aren’t talking
about anyone ponying up $500,000 here.
Here are my idea on how to frame the WHHC:

1) $1 Million Guaranteed Championship Prize Pool
2) Each racetrack contributing to the prize pool receives qualifying contests for the Championship. Specifics of how many
contests and how many in each contest qualify can be determined rather easily. If a racetrack without alternative gaming revenue wants to contribute to the concept, they can also
receive a qualifying contest.
3) Partner with ADW’s and other racing contest websites to
host online qualifying events in which those entities also contribute to the funding of the event.
4) Every player can have up to two contest entries in the Championship Round.
5) The day before the Championship Round(s), a Last Chance/
First Chance qualifier is held at the same location of the Championship Round. For those with either one or no entries in the
Championship Round, they are playing for a Last Chance to
qualify. For those with two entries, they are playing for a First
Chance to qualify for next year’s Championship Event.
6) Get the event broadcast attention. Full disclosure, I work
for TVG so I will not expand on that topic due to a conflict of
interest.
7) Expand the contest to a two day format so it takes on an
“event feel.”
8) No disrespect to The Meadowlands, but hold the event at
a neutral location where other attractive amenities can be
provided. The Borgata would be an interesting location, but
Las Vegas would of course be optimal, if travel credits and
accommodations can be built into the package.
This is a concept that takes money from alternative gaming
revenue and injects that directly into the industry’s heartbeat,
its bettors. It would cost the racetracks a relatively insignificant
amount of money. It will be appreciated by the bettors. It will drive
bettors to individual racetracks for qualifying events and it creates
a championship event that the entire industry can embrace. I’m
not saying to just copy the NHC and apply it to harness racing, but
there is a winning concept there, and if it’s done correctly, it can be
a major asset for harness racing.

Visit us online at drf.com/harness

Handicapping theories to ponder during the cold winter months
EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner

@harnesseyeguy

A bunch of topics related to handicapping have been bouncing
around in my head over the last few weeks of winter. Hopefully at
least one of them will help sharpen your prognosticating skills.
I’m a firm believer in listening to the opinions of others after you
have formed a view of your own. Whether a skilled handicapper or
not, you never know what information another mind may uncover
that could be vital when making your wager.
The above said, lately I’ve been hearing thoughts about favorites
that directly contrast my view. I’ve heard some horses being touted
as “seemingly unbeatable” that I completely dislike, mostly because I
saw something while watching the replay of their previous start that
made me sour.
That leads me to the first point of this column: Sometimes your best
opinion is an opinion against a horse.
Handicapping is not always about picking one horse to win. Feeling confident that a favorite or heavily-backed horse will lose can be
just as powerful. Every time you eliminate a horse at lower odds from
your thinking it opens up a wealth of possibilities to make a major
score. Don’t be afraid to go against the public because in most cases
they are no smarter than you.

Deciphering class
More often than not your local track offers multiple divisions of
the same exact conditioned race on any given night. That means
there could be two races for “Non-winners of $5,000 in last 5 starts
(NW5000)” with the same exact purse.
Often enough the mistake is made to consider these two races to
be on par in terms of quality when handicapping. Nothing could be
further from the truth. All NW5000 are not created equal. One division of the class could contain horses of better quality that are dropping down from a higher level (NW8500) while another could be filled
with horses that have been lingering in that condition for weeks
getting minor rewards.
Another sneaky situation is when a horse “seems” to be in a class
which is too tough for them but in reality should be very comfortable.
An example race that sticks out for me is the 11th at The Meadowlands
from February 9. While it was put together as a race for non-winners
of $8,500 in their last 5 starts, not one of the entrants had shown a win
in the class going back over two months. Only one horse was dropping
down from a higher level and he finished ninth and tenth in his last
two races while losing by 25 combined lengths.
So, what was the “true” condition of this race?
I’d say it was a weak to mid-level NW5000, since only one of the
horses in the race had a win at that level since the start of December
and three others had wins at the lower NW3500 class.
The key here is to take multiple tools away from this one example.
By breaking down this one field we have knowledge to use for this
week and for the next time these horses race. When we look at the
past performance lines next week, we’ll know that this race was
more of a NW5000 while many less informed players will see it as
a NW8500.

Am I in the middle of a slump?
There is a fine line between winning and losing. That statement has
been all too true for me over the last few weeks when it comes to my
Meadowlands selections.
The numbers say I’m slumping with just 9 winners selected on
top in my previous 52 races. I have no excuses. That number should
be at least 12 and probably closer to 14 winners. What is very frustrating is how close I’ve been to success without tasting it statistically.
Over the same span of 52 races, 36 of my top three selections have
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won. That’s right, 36! So I’m keying in on the right horses in each race
but either luck is not on my side or I’m making some bad endgame
decisions. Making the numbers even more frustrating was realizing
that if I simply bet a pick 3, pick 4 & pick 5 on those nights using my
top three selections only, I would have come away with a profit of
$11,904.25.
That’s a tough pill to swallow!
I picked 10 horses between Feb. 9 and 10 at The Meadowlands that
went off at 5-1 odds or higher and none of them won. Six of them
finished either second or third! Is that bad luck? Did I do something
wrong? Meanwhile, four of the horses I picked second or third won at
5-1 or higher and two were north of 10-1.
My main point in bringing all of the above to light is that you
shouldn’t always get frustrated when you are losing. This game is
filled with highs and lows. The key is to play within your budget so
you can withstand the nights when you handicap well but it doesn’t
result in a bigger wallet.

trot takes
By Ryan Macedonio

@Trotcast

Positive Tests & Sickness
Sometimes I read or hear something somewhere and I have an
instant visceral reaction. I’ll admit that 99% of the time it was
watching Grey’s Anatomy, but not this time!
I can’t fully remember the conversation or who was in it, but
it was about trainer Ron Burke’s recent TCO2 positive test at
the Meadows. Burke quarantined his horse after the race to see
if the results were based upon normal levels, and in that whole
mess, I read that the level could be misleading if a horse is sick
or dehydrated. That’s the kicker to me.
In my head, if a horse is so sick or dehydrated that it causes
severe test levels, the trainer is still at fault for the simple fact
that he raced a sick or dehydrated horse. You’re either negligent because you weren’t aware of your horse’s health or you
willingly put a horse that wasn’t fit for racing on the track in a
stressful position to cause more damage. Isn’t that in the realm
of animal abuse (I’m not talking about the sniffles or being
thirsty)?
Horsemen, how many times in the paddock have you seen
a horse after a race with yellow green snot pouring out of his
nose? I used to see it all the time and it never even occurred to
me that that was potentially animal abuse.
There are plenty of times in life where in your own head you
just go, “hmmm, I never thought of it that way.”
One day, perhaps pretty soon, there will be a hammer of
justice on animal abuse, and someone is going to go to jail
because of it in horse racing for something that most horsemen
don’t think of as abuse. The world is changing and there a lot
more people outside of the industry who are generally sickened
by the topic of animals being used for entertainment purposes
and horse racing is under that umbrella.
At some point, all of these blood tests that are run will be used
as evidence that someone knowingly raced a sick horse. If we
don’t care more publicly about protecting our equine athletes,
that hammer is coming for Harness Racing.
Oh yeah, since I know many bettors read this, shouldn’t you
be demanding all horses be fit to compete? If a horse is scoped
after a race, that should be public knowledge. Of all the things
you have to handicap prior to a race, shouldn’t whether a horse
is sick not be one of them?
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Lappe, Kokinos hope for the best with Meadowlands quartet
By Jay Bergman
Jennifer Lappe eats, drinks and sleeps horses, according to her
husband veterinarian John Kokinos. “She won’t even pick up a
phone,” Kokinos said.
Thus, Kokinos, who works closely with his wife with roughly 30
head of horses, became the stable spokesperson with a keen outlook
on the stable’s weekend stock racing at The Meadowlands.
Lappe and Here Comes Numbers will be first to post on Friday’s
first race with the veteran tagged with post nine in the weekly GSY
Club event.
“Jennifer loves to drive,” said Kokinos. “She’s extremely critical of
herself.”
Lappe has nothing to be critical about when you look at her two
drives, a second and a win in the last two weeks at The Meadowlands.
“Here Comes Numbers is just super sharp right now,” said Kokinos.
“I think that’s more to do with his soundness.” The 10-year-old went
wire-to-wire in an easy 1:56 4/5 mile last week and for that exceptional
effort was assigned the outer post nine this week.
The Lappe barn is a longshot to sweep the double as they are once
again hampered by the draw with Flamingo Pete landing post 10 in
the second race of the evening, one for non-winners-of-two trotters.
“He’s a green horse,” Kokinos said of Flamingo Pete. “He gets too
excited even in the post parade and that takes something out of him.”
When relaxed, Flamingo Pete has shown ability, with a second and
third-place finish in this class among his last five outings.
“I think he’s improving,” said Kokinos of the 4-year-old son of Valley
Victor. “If we can get him to relax better he’ll be fine,” said Kokinos.
For one reason or another Lappe has found herself owning and
training many horses once under the care of the Burke stable. According to Kokinos, this is not an accident.
“Ron Burke does a great job. He has people that do a fantastic job
selecting horses. What Jennifer likes to do is scout his stable. I’ve
heard her talk about specific horses that she’d like to buy one day,”
said Kokinos. That day of course is when the horses fall out of favor
and move into Lappe’s price range.
The most recent purchase by Lappe and co-owner Robert Santagata
is J K Fielding, a sophomore gelding entered in Saturday’s third race
at The Meadowlands.
“He was actually in the same qualifier as Bettor’s Edge,” said Kokinos about J K Fielding. “And Jennifer liked the way he looked.”
So three days later when J K Fielding sold at the Winter Mixed
Auction at The Meadowlands, Lappe and her co-owner scooped him
up for $42,000.
“A lot has changed in this business,” Kokinos said. “There was a
time when if you had a 2-year-old that showed speed but wasn’t ready
to tackle the best horses you turned them out and brought them back
at 3.”
As for J K Fielding, an original $120,000 yearling buy, the jury on
his potential is still out. “He made a break in his last start and we’re
going to make some equipment changes. We’re still trying to figure
him out,” said Kokinos.
One horse Lappe won’t have to figure out is Bettor’s Edge. The
former Burke-trained gelding with over $2 million in career earnings
had a solid first year with Lappe in 2017 but is not yet back to peak
form.
“He’s not a horse that you can train very fast, especially on a halfmile track,” said Kokinos. “And it hasn’t been that easy to train this
winter with the weather. Normally we wouldn’t race him that many
weeks in a row but I think it will help him get sharper.”
Bettor’s Edge drew post four in Saturday’s seventh race, a $20,000
Preferred Handicap. The competition gets a little better with Christen Me N returning from post six and the Burke-trained millionaire
Rockin Ron making his 2018 debut from post seven.
With imports all around, Kokinos said that Lappe and Santagata
are awaiting the arrival of two horses from Down Under. “We train
next to Peter Tritton and you see the amazing job he’s done scouting
horses down there,” said Kokinos. “He’s helped us locate a couple and
we’re excited to see them. I think the good part of most of those horses
is that they haven’t been raced that hard before arriving here.”
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James Lisa/Lisa Photo (above) / Mike Lizzi (below)

(Above) Jennifer Lappe made an appearance in the Meadowlands’ winner’s circle after guiding Here Comes Numbers to a
wire-to-wire win on February 9. (Below) Lappe’s stable star Clear
Vision did well in the George Motron Levy series at Yonkers
Raceway in 2017 but will miss the March/April event this year.

The stable’s likely star Clear Vision has been on the shelf and is
slowly on the way back. Clear Vision was a winner of $175,000 as an
11-year-old last year, his first after being purchased from Burke for
$85,000. Though he won the $100,000 Levy consolation last year, Clear
Vision will miss the series in 2018 as will Bettor’s Edge.
“You can’t race him consecutive weeks on a half-mile track. He
can be great one week and terrible the next,” said Kokinos of Bettor’s
Edge, who may find stakes action elsewhere.
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Did you ever want to know more than just the statistics of your
favorite trainers and drivers? Derick Giwner took to the backstretch to ask them some more unorthodox questions.

Driver tim tetrick
What kind of car do you drive?

Lexus

Favorite dinner meal? Snack?

Steak, Pizza

What is your favorite track to race at?
Whichever one I’m racing at that night.

When you leave the track, are the races still on your
mind?
I try not to do that; maybe in the car ride home. By the time I get
home it is gone.

Derick Giwner

Tim Tetrick finished 3rd in earnings among drivers in 2017

What is your favorite sport? Team?

What is the longest time you’ve sat in traffic trying to get to
a track?

Basketball. It was the Chiacgo Bulls when (Michael) Jordan was
playing. Now I enjoy watching Golden State (Warriors).

6-7 hours from my house to Yonkers and I still didn’t make it. It
should take about 2:20.

What is one thing about you most fans/bettors don’t
know?

Do you study the past performances before showing up at
the track?

I’m a pretty quiet person.

Not usually. When the entries come out I make my picks. I do
most of my studying at the track when I can talk to the trainers
and see how the track is playing.

Who is your best friend on the backstretch?
Scott DiDomenico.

If you are going to grab a drink after the races, which
horseperson would you want to hang out with?
Mainly we just drive home. Most people live an hour or so from
the track so there is not much hanging around.

What is your favorite thing to do when you are not
racing?
Hang out with family. I enjoy working outside, mowing the grass.

What is one word that describes harness racing for you?
Action.

Do you have a driving style?
No, I’m pretty universal .

Other than your wife, he is the #1 person on your speed
dial?
My dad.

If you weren’t a driver, what would you be doing?
Working at Wawa.

What is the best advice your wife ever gave you about
harness racing?
Turn the page.
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Sky is the limit for Tim Tetrick-driven
Breeders Crown starters Huntsville, Walner
By Derick Giwner

Multiple placement
discounts available

From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian

For more information or to place an ad, contact Derick Giwner
at dgiwner@drf.com or 212-366-7709.
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Meadowlands (FRI)

HARNESS PPS

EXPANDED BREEDERS CROWN EDITION

Top Stories

Jay Bergman: Walner brings
memories of first Crown READ MORE
Burke with 17 chances to win a
Breeders Crown Final READ MORE

HARNESS LIVE! has you covered
with live video & real-time analysis
for the Breeders Crown READ MORE
Always B Miki, Wiggle It Jiggleit
meet in epic Crown Final, Page 5
Darin Zoccali: Trixton/Taylor Made
deal could be game-changer, Page 6
Darlinonthebeach looks to turn the

Derick Giwner

Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Visit us online at drf.com/harness
Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
We need to look out for the bettors
Friday Night’s 4th Race (Feb. 9) at the Meadowlands reinforced
Harness Racing’s complete neglect for the wagering community.
During the pre-race warmups, #7 Mass Psychology had no intentions
of competing in the race. The on-track camera person brought this to
the attention of the fortunate people who had the track feed video by
focusing on Steve Smith, out of the sulky and standing in front of the
horse, holding the equipment attached to the horses head, and looking for help. The outrider came over and helped point the horse in the
right direction.
We have all seen this type of situation before, but the driver usually
stays in the sulky until help arrives. In this situation the viewing
public could see the horse was in critical distress, as the situation
applied to racing, and funds wagered on #7.
But how about the wagering public who do not have the Meadowlands Live Feed? To add to this debacle, there was “No” Trainer, “No”
Track Vet or Track Steward evaluating this upcoming wagering situation. #7 Mass Psychology refused to be part of any Harness Racing
pre-race formation. And if you didn’t cancel your wager, there was no
refund. If this situation had a occurred in T-bred racing, all parties
responsible for this horse would’ve made an immediate evaluation,
afterall the public is wagering on this event.
The Meadowlands has a history of these type situations not being
handled with the best interest of the wagerng public in mind. A few
years back Mainland Key N dislodged himself from the sulky in the
pre-race warm-ups in such a way that Ron Pierce holding on to the
reins, was dragged on the ground for a considerable distance. I was at
the track that night and was able to adjust my wager. Again the horse
was not scratched, did not competively compete in that race, and there
was no refund. The talk of the night was how valiantly Ron Pierce had
held on to the reins for so long and didn’t get injured. I mentioned to
the person next to me, “they have to scratch Mainland Key N, don’t ya
think”? And his reply was, “that should be up to the trainer”. That’s
true enough, but the tracks primary concern should be to the wagering public, and to make damn sure all horses are physically sound
and are able to compete, “competively”.
From my point of view it was just slightly this side of criminal that
the horse was not a post time scratch. Apparently Mass Psychology
has a start on the 15th @ Freeload; will be interesting.

Thank You,
Nicholas Cantarella

NOTE: Mass Psychology won his next start at Freehold on
February 15 at odds of 2-1.

At DRF Harness we strive to prvode the best handicapping
information in the sport. Each week we’ll use this space to bring
you some of our handicappers’ best bets, value plays and horses to
watch. Use this information as one of your tools when wagering or
simply click on the link above and head to DRF Bets to wager now.
Happy Handicapping!

Thursday, February 15

RACE 8
(5) BEACHIN LINDY made
a solid impression at Flamboro in his local debut. He
can double up in this spot.

-Garnet Barnsdale

Friday, February 16

RACE 3
(5) GIRLLOOKATTHATBODY flashed early speed
last week, which is a clear
sign that she is coming
into form now. Six-year-old
drops to the basement condition and should have every
chance to shine.

-Derick Giwner

RACE 1
(5) JORDIES HOPE meets
easier here with Docs
Sausalito out of the mix
and racing in a higher class
tonight; call to repeat.

-Barnsdale

Saturday, February 17

RACE 3

2018 Stakes Schedule for
3-year-olds of both gaits is set
Last week we covered the older horses and now we present the
stakes schedule for 3-year-olds.
On the following pages you’ll find all of the stakes expected to
offer a purse of at least $100,000 for 2018.
On the pacing side, you’ll notice the usual packed schedule
from June 9 through August 11, with an elimination or final on
each weekend.
The trotters have a similar schedule as in 2017 with most of the
elite on the road to the Hambletonian at The Meadowlands on
August 4. One change comes with the Empire Breeders Classic,
which has been moved to May 28 at Vernon Downs from a midJune spot last year.
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(1) LUMINOSITY raced well
last week with speed at both
ends and that was after missing
close to a month; classy Burke
trainee should be able to handle
these.

-Matt Rose

RACE 6
(2) SCHWARBER has really
blossomed into a nice trotter.
The 4-year-old looks to win his
first career Open.

-Jeremey Day

Want full card analysis? Visit DRF.com/harness
Visit us online at drf.com/harness

2018 Stakes Schedule - 3-Year-Old Pacers
05/26/2018

Yonkers

Art Rooney - 3YO Open Pace

$300,000G

Lismore - 3YO Filly Pace

115,000

06/01/2018	Meadowlands	NJ Sire Stakes Finals - 3YO Colts & Fillies

100,000G

06/02/2018	Mohawk	Somebeachsomewhere - 3YO Open (divs)

140,000

06/16/2018	Mohawk	North America Cup - 3YO Open Pace

1,000,000G

Fan Hanover - 3YO Filly Pace

440,000

06/30/2018	Pocono	Max Hempt - 3YO Open Pace

500,000G

James Lynch - 3YO Filly Pace

300,000G

07/06/2018	Hoosier	Nadia Lobell - 3YO Filly Pace

150,000

07/14/2018	Meadowlands	Meadowlands Pace - 3YO Open

650,000

	Mistletoe Shalee - 3YO Filly Pace
07/28/2018	The Meadows

165,000

Adios - 3YO Open

400,000

Adioo Volo - 3YO Filly Pace (Divs)

125,000

08/04/2018	Meadowlands	Cane Pace - 3YO Open Pace

300,000

	Shady Daisy - 3YO Filly Pace

114,000

08/11/2018	Northfield	Carl Milstein - 3YO Open Pace

400,000G

08/19/2018	Tioga	Empire Breeders Classic - 3YO Colts & Fillies Pace

250,000

09/01/2018

500,000G

Yonkers	Messenger - 3YO Open Pace
Lady Maud - 3YO Filly Pace

115,000

09/02/2018	Pocono	PA Sire Stakes Championships - 3YO Colts & Fillies

252,000G

09/08/2018	Mohawk	Simcoe - 3YO Filly & Open Paces (divs)

175,000

09/08/2018	Scioto

150,000

Jug Preview - 3YO Open

	Ohio Sire Stakes Finals - 2 & 3YOs Colts & Fillies

275,000G

09/16/2018	Red Mile	Kentucky Sire Stakes Finals - 2&3YO Colts & Fillies

250,000G

09/19/2018	Del. Co. Fair

Jugette - 3YO Filly Pace

350,000

09/20/2018	Del. Co. Fair

Little Brown Jug - 3YO Open Pace

650,000

09/21/2018	Hoosier

Jenna’s Beach Boy - 3YO Colt Pace

160,000

09/22/2018

Yonkers	NY Sire Stakes Finals - 2&3 YO Colts & Fillies

225,000G

09/29/2018	Red Mile	Bluegrass - 3YO Filly Pace (divs)

200,000

09/30/2018	Red Mile	Bluegrass - 3YO Open Pace (divs)

200,000

10/06/2018	Red Mile

300,000

Glen Garnsey - 3YO Filly Pace

10/07/2018	Red Mile	Tattersalls - 3YO Open Pace

500,000

10/12/2018	Hoosier	Indiana Sire Stakes Finals - 2&3YO Colts & Fillies

200,000

10/13/2018	Mohawk	Ontario Sire Stakes Gold Finals 2&3 YO Colts & Fillies

225,000

10/13/2018	Northfield	Courageous Lady - 3YO Filly Pace

125,000

10/27/2018	Pocono	Breeders Crown - 3YO Filly Pace

500,000G

	Breeders Crown - 3YO Colt Pace

500,000G

11/02/2018	Hoosier	Monument Circle - 3YO Colt Pace
	USS Indianapolis Mem. - 3YO Filly Pace

200,000
100,000

11/15/2018	Dover	Matron - 3YO Colts & Fillies

180/200K

11/29/2018	Dover	Progress Pace - 3YO	

285,000
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2018 Stakes Schedule - 3-Year-Old Trotters
05/05/2018

Freehold	Dexter Cup - 3YO Open Trot

$130,000

05/28/2018	Vernon	Empire Breeders Classic Final - 3YOF Filly Trot

250,000

	Empire Breeders Classic Final - 3YOF Colt Trot

250,000

06/01/2018	Meadowlands	NJ Sire Stakes Finals - 3YO Colts & Fillies

100,000G

06/16/2018	Mohawk

250,000

Goodtimes - 3YO Trot

06/30/2018	Pocono	Earl Beal - 3YO Open Trot

500,000G

07/14/2018	Meadowlands	Stanley Dancer - 3YO Open Trot

320,000

	Del Miller - 3YO Filly Trot

250,000

08/04/2018	Meadowlands	Hambletonian - 3YO Open

1,000,000G

	Hambletonian Oaks - 3YO Fillies
08/17/2018	Vernon

500,000G

Zweig - 3YO Open Trot

370,000

Zweig Filly - 3YO Filly

150,000

08/24/2018	Mohawk	Casual Breeze - 3YO Filly Trot (divs)

160,000

08/31/2018	Mohawk	Simcoe - 3YO Filly Trot (divs)

175,000

09/01/2018	Mohawk	Simcoe - 3YO Open Trot (divs)

175,000

09/01/2018

500,000G

Yonkers

Yonkers Trot - 3YO Colt Trot

	Hudson Filly - 3YO Filly Trot

115,000

09/02/2018	Pocono	PA Sire Stakes Championships - 3YO Colts & Fillies

252,000G

09/08/2018	Scioto	Ohio Sire Stakes Finals - 2 & 3YOs Colts & Fillies

275,000G

09/15/2018	Mohawk	Elegantimage - 3YO Filly Trot

385,000

	Canadian Trotting Classic - 3YO Open Trot

685,000

09/16/2018	Red Mile	Kentucky Sire Stakes Finals - 2&3YO Colts & Fillies

250,000G

09/19/2018	Del. Co. Fair	Buckette - 3YO Filly Trot

100,000

09/20/2018	Del. Co. Fair	Old Oaken Bucket - 3YO Colt Trot

120,000

09/21/2018	Hoosier	Moni Maker - 3YO Filly Trot

150,000

09/22/2018

225,000G

Yonkers	NY Sire Stakes Finals - 2&3 YO Colts & Fillies

09/30/2018	Red Mile	Bluegrass - 3YO Filly & Open Trot (divs)

200,000

10/07/2018	Red Mile	Kentucky Futurity - 3YO Open Trot

600,000

	Kentucky Filly Futurity - 3YO Filly Trot

300,000

10/12/2018	Hoosier	Indiana Sire Stakes Finals - 2&3YO Colts & Fillies

200,000

10/13/2018	Mohawk	Ontario Sire Stakes Gold Finals 2&3 YO Colts & Fillies

225,000

10/27/2018	Pocono	Breeders Crown - 3YO Filly Trot

500,000G

	Breeders Crown - 3YO Colt Trot

500,000G

11/02/2018	Hoosier	Carl Erskine - 3YO Open trot
	Crossroads of America - 3YO Filly Trot
11/15/2018	Dover	Matron - 3YO Colts & Fillies
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